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Campus Crier'

Students and staff object to BOD
decision to sponsor x-rated films
(see page 4)

Vol. 56 No. 18 Central Washington-University Thursday, April 14, 1983

SUB fire alarm not
noticed by students·
When the fire alarm pierced the
quiet of the SUB Monday at approximately 1 p.m., most people
remained in the building. Even
after the Ellensburg Fire Department arri:ved, people failed to
leave the Sl JB.
An Uni~ed States Marine ·Corp
recruiter r~mained standing by
his table, arms crossed. Students
lounged iri the couches in the pit
reading newspapers. People continued eating in the SUB
cafeteria. Nearly everyone was
going about their business as if the
blaring fire alarm meant nothing.
Ellensburg Fire Chief Ed West
said, "The University needs a set
of rules and regulations (for
evacuation). It would make our
j-0b a whole lot easier. If we spend
all our time chasing people out of
the building, we'd never find out if
there is a fire."
People may have sensed that
this was not a real emergency and
were convinced someone had pulled an alarm for a joke.
If the hundred or so people milling around the SUB thought the
situation was the result of a practical joke they were mistaken.
In reality, the fire alarm system
malfunctioned in the southeast
corner of the second floor of the
building. It was just a fluke thing,
said Phil Hamilton Jr., assistant
director of the physical plant.

"They turned the power off and
turned it back on again and it
worked. We don't know what caused it.'' Hamilton said the problem
might have been an intermittent
in the system or some electrical
noise that caused the circuit to
malfunction.
Although there was no real
emergency, the situation still prompted concern. Karen Moawad,
director of SUB operations, Don
Guy, dean of students, and others
voiced concern about the absence
of any evacuation procedures. An
evacuation plan that had been
drafted during winter quarter was
finalized Monday afternoon after
the incident.
Essentially, the plan calls for
the staff of each of the main offices to evacuate the people in
their particular area. However, at
the time of the alarm, most of the
people in charge of emptying the
building were out for lunch.
According to Al Teeples, campus safety department chief,
"When the alarm goes off there
should be an orderly evacuation.''
He said in the residence halls the
staff conducts fire drills. "I'm
well aware that they don't do fire
drills in academic buildings.
Maybe they should.'' The Campus Safety Committee
has completed a rough draft of an
emergency evacuation plan for all
campus buildings.

Ellensburg couple establishes
$500 science scholarship
Ellensburg residents Ted and
Florence Bowen have established
a scholarship to be awarded annually to a CWU student planning
to major in one of the physical
sciences.
The $500 scholarship will be
awarded each year, beginning in
the 1983-84 academic year, to an
incoming freshman. The criteria
for the scholarship will be

academic leadership qualitie~
and financial need.
Bowen, a professor emeritus of
chemistry, retired from active \
teaching in 1972.
1

I

More information and application forms are available at
University Relations, Boullion
Hall 208D. Application deadline is
April 20.

Correcti.o n

Boyd Johnson recovering

from heart attack

:
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Alan Jakubek/Campus Crier

CWU swimmer John Sayre about to do the "butterfly" all the way to Israel.
(See story page 5 )
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'Scratch n' win' comes to SUB
By STEVE PEHA
Of the Campus Crier

In our first issue of the
quarter, page two featured a short
Following the lead of state lotI story about a professor who suf- teries and fast food chains across
fered a heart attack before the - the country the SUB cafeteria inquarter began. All the facts were
corporated a new version of the
correct, except one important scratch-and-win promotional conitem - the name of the professor
test into its operations.
was incorrect.
The Meal Ticket Game was a
Professor Eldon Johnson did not
source of excitement and surprise
have a heart attack. It was profor many lucky customers.
fessor Boyd Johnson, business adWinning cards were determined
ministration. Our apologies to by the nwnber of hearts appearEldon Johnson, his family, and ing on them. The greater the
friends. And our further apologies number, the bigger the prize;
to Boyd Johnson.
from a mediwn sized soft drink or
According to hospital reports,
large coffee for one heart, to a
Boyd Johnson is now home and docomplete meal of a cheeseburger,
ing well.
· large fries and a drink for three
The Crier staff wishes the prohearts. ·
Rick Spencer I Campus Crier fessor a speedy recovery and an
Developed and sponsored by
Sweetheart Plastics Inc., a large
BOYD JOHNSON
early return to his job.

supplier of paper and plastic products, the contest was designed
primarily for smaller food service
organizations like the SUB
cafeteria,according to Dan
Layman, SUB food service
manager.
"It's a nice opportunity for
organizations like us to compete
with Ute big chains. There's a
small cost for the printing of the
cards but it gives us a chance to
stir up some excit~i;n.~nt here duri
ing si>nng quarter.'~
Layriian irltended to run the contest from Monday to Friday but
response was so high that the supply of cards ran out early Thursday morning. "I figured we'd give
out about 600 a day but the first
day we gave out almost twice that
many. By Wednesday afternoon ·
there ·were hardly any ~eft," h~
A

said.
Layman is planning to run a second contest in May with a pinball
theme. The new contest will be
run in conjunction with the SUB
Games Room and game tokens
will be included in the prizes.
The high response indicated
patrons of the cafeteria viewed
the contest favorably. "I'd like to
see things like this more often,"
said student Mike Jacobsen.
"Hey, I thought it was great! I
won a soft drink and fries."
But music Professor Peter
Gries had a suggestion concering
the prizes offered. "I'd like to see
them give away things like small salads or ice cream. Between the
coffee, soft drinks, and french
fries it seems the more hearts you
find on your card the more heartburn you'll find after eating.''
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Caffeine: that student stay-awake 'pill'
By WINSTON BERGLUND

drinks, tea, chocolate and such
drugs as Vivarin and.No Doz. It is
also an active ingredient of many
aspirins.

Of the Campus Crier

More than 250 milligrams of caffeine (3 to 5 cups of coffee) can
cause "coffee nerves." The symptoms include anxiety, muscle twitching, increased pulse, irritability, and insomnia.
Other studies have shown caffeine may have some benefits. It
is used frequently to stimulate
breathing, especially in newborns
suffering respiratory and circuiatory problems. It is also used
therapeutically in headache
medications. Relatively low doses
of caffeine can decrease fatigue
and increase mental alertness.
Studies have also shown that after
two cups of coffee, driving skills
improve and typing becomes
faster and more accurate.

Its cheap, readily available and
one of the most popular drugs on
For those students who burn the
the market. The drug is caffeine
and it gives its consumers the midnight oil by drinking coffee,
tea or soft drinks, the fact that
''lift'' they need for the day.
Many students, and faculty, at caffeine is a potent drug is
Central seem to be in need of the ·already a realization. Once in'lift' from coffee. According to gested, caffeine travels quickly
Dan Layman, head of SUB Food through the bloodstream;
Services, the cafeteria goes reaching almost every part of the
864 pounds, or 1700 body in just five minutes. The
through
gallons, of Yuban coffee per .week. "buzz" effect occurs anywhere
While coffee isn't the most ex- from 30 to 60 minutes later.
pensive part of the cafeteria's Although caffeine is recognized as
budget, Layman SilYS the coffee is a drug, death by overdose is rare.
. "a real money maker." In addi- The lethal dose of caffeine is about
tion to the large amount of coffee 10,000 milligrams, about 100 cups
consumed at the SUB, Layman of coffee, which would have to be
said the cafeteria goes through consumed at one sitting.
As many as 10,000 caffeine
approximately 10 pounds of hot
chocolate and 180 cups of tea each studies have been conducted, yet
there is still little evidence imweek.
Caffeine is the most popular and plicating the drug as a serious
widely consumed drug in the health hazard. Some studies claim
world. Caffeine is found in 63 that large doses of caffeine can
species of plants, including coffee produce addiction, heartburn,
beans, tea leaves and the kola ntit. stomach upset, and increased
Today three quarters of the caf- urination. One recent study claimfeine consumed in the United ed caffeine can cause irregular
States is in coffee; the rest in soft- heartbeats.

Many people are concerned that
items we once enjoyed may really
be harmful to our health. Such is
the case with caffeine. As a result,
the coffee and soft drink industries are coming up with more
decaffeinated liquids. Decaffeinated coffee has been around ,

By SHERRY JAMES
Of the Campus Crier

ALCOHOLIC'S ANONYMOUS SUPPORT GROUP.
The Central Job Fair is for
everyone, in any major. It isn't
just for business majors, according to B. Dean Owens, Director
of Career Planning and Placement.
The Job Fair is sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement
for Central students so they can

Meetings are held Friday evenings at
6:00 p.m. in SUB 103 (across from the
bookstore). OPEN to anyone interested or
having alcohol related problems or concerns.
G
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world. They can also learn what ·
qualifications are needed for different jobs and how to make job
contacts.
The job fair will be Wednesday, April 20, upstairs in the SUB
ballroom from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
There will be a pre-registration
in the SUB pit area Tuesday,
April 19 from noon to 4:30 p.m.
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The soft drink companies have
followed suit, battling it out over
the decaffeinated drink issue. The
Seven-Up Company began the
decaf war with its "crisp and

and Wednesday, April 20 from
9 a.m. to noon. Pre-registration
allows the placement center to
estimate how many students will
be attending, their major, and
their year in school.
The job fair is primarily an information fair. Employers conduct no actual interviews, but
students can make contacts for
future reference.
' ''Freshmen, seniors, and grad

ford, Coca Cola Bottling Company, The Bon Marche and Arthur
Andersen & Co. are participating.
The Job Fair is conducted informally so students can feel free to
ask any question they want.
Students can ask how much a
company pays or if there are any
job opportunities in a certain
field. Undergraduates might be
interested in asking what ~lasses
they should be taking and what

knowledge they obtain from the
fair will be very beneficial,"
Owens said.
There will be over 35 different
companies and organizations
represented at this year's fair,
and every representative is willing to assist any student. Companies such as Boeing, First Interstate Bank, Seattle <Police
Department, Westinghouse Han-

For example, representatives
from Boyd Olofson & Co., the IRS,
and Tonche Ross & Co. will be
looking for accounting majors.
K-Mart Apparel, Washington Fish
& Oyster, and Commencement
Bag Corrugated will be looking for
majors having to do with sales.
The City of Yakima, J.C. Penney
Co. and The Peoples store are interested in general majors.
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.FREE GIFT WRAPPING~'
. UPS GIFT MAILING SERVICE
9 30

since 1928 and the brand that
started the trend, Sanka,
still
tops the field. Sanka is being
challenged on the market by
several others, the leader of which
is High Point, manufactured by
Proctor and Gamble. Each company is spending a reported $30
millio~ on advertising.

Job Fair for all students

On-campus

m[!]_:I

Rick Spencer/ Campus Crier

clean with no caffeine" ads.
Pepsi-Cola entered the market
last August with Pepsi Free,
which boasts of being 99 percent
caffeine-free. According to·-a recent article in Advertising Age ·
magazine, Pepsi Free now holds a
40 percent share in the emerging
caffeine-free market.
But, the battle is just beginning.
Coca-Cola is readying a caffeinefree drink, with Dr. Pepper close
on its heels introducing Pepper
Free and a sugar-free counterpart
in May of this year.
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11: 15 - 6:30
Mon. Sat.

DRIVE IN

925-1821

Live Piano
Tuesdaythru
Saturday

Our milk is FRESH
It is milked and processed
here in the Kittitas Valley

419 w. 15th
6 blocks west
of CWU Library
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For your convenience our milk :~~llac,w~"·~·'.,
is now · available at Albertsons

For dinner try our

Steak Special $4.99
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LIBERTY ·THEATRE AD SPECIAL
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CASHVALUE

J

t/20CENT

925-9511

ADMIT ONE FOR $1.50 WITH THIS AD
SUBJECTTO
AT ANY TIME ON THURSDAY APRIL 14, 1983 CAPACITY
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and a new all cartoon featurette

WINNIE THE POOH
AND A DAY FOR EEYORE

6:50, 8:50
•SM 0 KEH 0 USE •CAFE •BR AND R 0 0 M •

LLENSBURG,

WASHINGTON

ra.

AND
THE BEST LITTLE
WHOREHOUSE IN TEXAS

ACADAMY AWARD WINNER

. AN
OFFICER
ANDA
GENTLEltfAN
5:10, 7:40

REMEMBER .•.$2.50 BARGAIN HOUR-ALL SEATS $2.50 UNTIL 6PM EVERYDAY

GOOD FOR THURSDAY APRIL 14. 1983 ONLY!
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Gays to present forUm

Club

" No on~ ever rememoers tnere .forum Friday at noon in the SUB
ar~ g~ys m the world, b~t maybe , pit. Six speakers will conduct a
this will cause them to think about .question and answer session con-

it,'' said one Gay Alliance ·cerning gay issues.
mt:mber who worked at the club's
The speakers are: Gretchen
Deroche, chairperson of Families
registration table this quarter.
"This is the firSt time we1ve had and Friends of Gays and Lesa table at registration,"explained bians; Paul Kawata, gay political
the Alliance president. "We got a activist; Jan Stolee, mother of a
couple of weird looks, but overall ·gay son; Kelsey Barnes, lesbian
civil rights activist; George
the response was positive."
Another member said,' "One Price, secretary and treasurer of
faculty member said 'irs about Seattle's Dorian group; and
time' and asked if we wouldn't Steven-Michael Chestnut, last
mind a 50 year-old person coming year's President of the Central
to meetings and asking Gay Alliance.
questions."
Afterwards students may talk
The information provided at the personally with the speakers and
table
included
two Alliance members in "Sam's
handouts--"The Nine Most Asked Place", in the SUB cafeteria.
The Alliance has been publicizQuestions About Gays" and
"Welcome to Central Gay ing the forum, but again is having
Alliance". Also available were problems with signs being ripped
photocopies of articles and books down. ·
dealing with homosexuality. A
For more information about the
suggestion box was displayed, but Alliance, phone 963-2636 or come
remained empty.
to Tuesday meetings at 7 p.m. in
The Alliance is sponsoring a SUB 207 ·

Cadet Davis awarded special
Air Force commendation medal
The first Air Force ROTC
Leadership Lab of spring quarter
was Wednesday, April 6 in Randall Hall. The lab is the p9rtion of
the Rorc that is run by the
cadets. It provides practicing officers with a chance to apply what
they have learned in the
classroom.
Cadet Greg Davis was awarded
a special Air Force Commendation Medal and citation, presented
by Lt. Col. David Hubbard. The
i;nedal is a prestigious awardgiven by Gen. James R. Allen,
Military Airlift Command (MAC)
of the U.S. Air Force.

Before coming to Central, Cadet
Davis graduated with honor from
basic training at Lackland AFB,
Tx. in March of 1981. After
technical school, he was stationed
at McChord AFB, Wa.
Davis commented, "I like the
atmosphere of the campus and the
people. Colonel Hubbard and Captain Callender prepare and
develop the leadership skills
necessary for (us to learn as)
commissioned officers in the Air
Force. Each of them are wU:ing to
take the extra time to meet the
needs of the cadets.''

Action

Editor's note: There was an error in last week's Club Action column regarding MEChA. The Cinco de Mayo celebration is. not in
honor of Mexican independence,
but the victory over the French in
Puebla on May 5, 1862.

Chinese Student Association
"We as Chinese students feel
very proud and privileged to be
here (in America)," said Lim.
"The Chinese people like to adjust to new surroundings. We
encourage our members to
mingle with American
students to learn the language
and to promote a better
understanding among the
Chinese student and the
University," he added.
A major problem among the
members is homesickness. Not
many can afford the expensive
trip to their homeland - Hong
Kong, Taiwan and the People's
Republic of China.
Central's chapter of the CSA
is not as politically involved as
the chapter at the University of

By BRENDA COTY
Managing Editor

One of the main goals of the
Chinese Student Association
(CSA) is "to enrich the university environment,'' said Nevin
Lim, president.
CSA wants to teach Central
students some basic knowledge
of the Far East. In doing so, the
club wants to distinguish
Chinese culture from Japanese
culture be ca use many
Americans have trouble
separating the two.
Nim said, "If they
(Americans) know us a little
better they would know we
don't eat cat - we have them
as pets."
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w. 8th

(Next To
Carl's Service)

1· 24 HOURS,
7 DAYS

At their scheduled meetings,
the CSA always shows a
Chinese feature film. Usually,
around 80 people show up;
residents as well as students.
"We share our culture," said
Nim.
Physical problems develop
in some of the Chinese students
from abroad. The air, noise
level and water in Ellensburg
is so good that when they go
home, especially to Hong
Kong, they have problems adjusting to the pollution,
chemically-treated water and
the high noise level.

All THUMBS

.MABLE'S CAFE
(again)

Washington. Central's CSA is
concerned with promoting
peace and making friends.
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NOBODY SPLITS ABANANA
LIKE "DAIRY QUEEN:!

"The Scholar's

R~~ding

Specialist"

··COLLEGE

SPEED READING
SEMINAR

ONLY

8~tl1£hos!

89ci:

Mmmm! Start by splitting a whole, fresh banana, top
.
.
it wit~ three (3) peaks of freezer-fresh Dairy Queen, ladle
on pineapple, chocolate and strawberry topping plus
whipped topping and a cherry. The cherry's just to give you
a place to start eating!
T.M .
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~klbOtJE

I Will
Double Your
Reading Speed
FREE!
Come to a Free Lecture

~A.

VO-Yo?
This will be a real class, the first of the series. You may decide to register
after this free class. Most Speed Reading Courses guarantee to double
your speed. I will double your speed for free, and then teach you how to
make comprehension a proces that you control, how to concentrate, and
how reading and learning is a science. I am so sure that you will take my
course, I absolutely guarantee your success. So come to this free class,
BRING TWO BOOKS.

"LcT'5 ALL GO TO DAIRY QUEEN.,

~1f? 10th and Alder
'°'Good through Friday April,15
_

_.,.._

*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.. Am. D.O. Corp. (c) Copyright 1975 Am. D.Q.
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April 14-15
Thurs. & Fri.
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SUB 209
1'4oon, 4:00 & 7:00p.m.
Student Union Bldg., Rm. 209
Central Washington University
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The issue: x-rated films
Center for
BOD's repeal of ban 'appalling'
Women's St'udies To the editor:
real lack .of integrity on Mr.
Blackwell's part in negotiating for
I am appalled by our BOD's
this film, and on the Board's part
objects to
repeal of last year's ban on por·
for
conveniently changing policy.
nographic fihns - even more so
The issue of money is irrelevant,
x-rated films
by the manner in which the vote
sponsorship was implicit when
To the editor:

To go or not to go That is the question
Pornography, is it immoral or isn't it?
T~anks to the BOD's repeal of a .ban on ASC sponsorship of x-rated
movies, each of us, as adults, will be able to decide this issue for
ourselves.
When x-rated movies were not sponsored by the ASC the Board was
in effect, stating that we were not mature enough to 'decide our ow~
morals. That was wrong. Congratulations to the new BOD for respecting our right of choice.
Furthermore, the new Board excerised good judgment in accepting
a film series which includes a porno movie. The fact is, in the past
x-rated motion pietures have been financially successful at Central
just the type of film needed for an already ailing ASC entertainment
budget.
Central is not just a place of higher education. For most students the
campus is home - the community they live in. Entertainment sponsored by the ASC fills the void after 4 p.m. when formal education is
completed for the day. A community needs all types of entertainment
for all types of people.
We are adults, each of us has the ability to think and act on our own
beliefs. So, if you want to see a porno film tonight then go see it and
support your beliefs. If you think pornographic films are morally
wrong, then simply don't go see the film. But please, no matter which
side you're on don't try to inflict your views on anyone else. Let each of
us decide for ourselves - the way it should be.

. This letter is in regard to the
ASC sponsorship of an x-rated
film. We object to the showing of
x-rated fihns for the following
reasons:
- They are generally considered to be pornographic in
nature.
- Pornography encourages
contempt for women.
- Pornography is degrading
and humiliating.
- Statistics show that a high
percentage of all sex crimes are
related to pornography.
- Pornography may increase a
viewer's sexual arousal to aggressive stimuli and reinforce the
social accept-ability of fantasies
and behavior involving violence
against women.
- Pornography encourages
men to think of women as objects
to be used for sexual gratification.
- Pornography increases the
liklihood that women will be sexually assaulted in discriminating
and sexist ways.
Another objection is the process
involved that created the need for
this letter. The ASC board acted illegally in initiating an order for
the series which included an
x-rated film and used ASC funds
to print advertising material
when in fact there was a policy in
force of ASC non-support for
x-rated films.
More specific information
regarding the issue of pornography is available at ·the
Center for Women's Studies. The
CWS is willing to participate in a
campus-wide infonnational pro-

gram.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Sheldon-Shrader~
Director

was taken, at an unannounced
meeting at 2 p.m. Monday. At a
meeting of the Board on Wednesday, two arguments were offered
in defense of the policy change.
First, that no sponsorship occured
because no money was spent.
Secondly, the argued that the majority of Central students support
the showing of x-rated films.
First, the decision to show this
film was made by the ASC Film
Coordinator prior to any change in
policy. The intent of last year's
policy was that no agent of ASC
would sponsor such films. I see a

An open letter to ASC Film Coordinator, David Blackwell:
Are you aware of the fact that
by promoting a pornographic
movie you are, in effect, promoting and supporting the sexual
abuse and degradation of women
and asking others to follow your
lead?
Please take time to consider the
statement about all women that
you are making by endorsing this
film for profit and entertainment.
Ask· yourself if this is really what
you believe and want to say.
Mr. Blackwell, if you could step
behind the scenes of such a movie
for just a while you would likely
see the relationship between the
producer and the actress in these
kinds of filmd is simply the brutal
pimp and prostitute relationship
again, with a little celluloid strip
thrown in to further his profits and
heighten her suffering and
degradation.
The crime of rape is a natural
by-product of this kind of trash
you want to promote because for
some men the court of justfication
for rape is the pornographic

Crier needs
BOD column
To the editor:"
.,-

Goodwill Week
coming in May

May I suggest a new colmnn for
the Crier? I would like to know
To the editor:
what my elected representatives
on the ASC BOD are doing more
The week of May 1-8 has been
often than just when hot issues,
designated National Goodwill
like porno fihns, come up.
Week. Goodwill's purpose is to
I would consider minutes of
provide
training, evaluation and
each BOD meeting to be very
employment
programs for people
newsworthy. Many students don't
who are handicapped, disabled
even know what ASC or its BOD
and disadvantaged. You can help
are, why they exist, or how they
Goodwill by giving your usuable
function. As a result, BOD elec·
discarded materials (any and all
tions have less than possible parglass),
by shopping at a Goodwill
ticipation. A continual column in
store
and
by becoming a Goodwill
the Crier would contribute to stuvolunteer.
dent awareness and participation
in our student government at' CenThank you,
tral.
Mary
F. Barnes,
Sincerely,
Ellensburg Goodwill
Laura Jacobson ·

movie.
Again I urge you to consider the
statement you are making about
women and even men by showing
this type of film, and then cancel it
PERMANENTLY!
Virginia L. Frare,
Brooklane Village

r.------------~
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the editor:

The issue of ASC sponsorship of
x-rated fihns has come up again
at Central. Monday, April 4, current male members of the BOD
(who outnumber the woinen
members) overturned a BOD
policy prohibiting ASC sponsorShip of x-rated movies, and approved a spring quarter film
series containg an x-rated film.
ASC money (which comes from
each .student's tuition) had
already been spent on advertising
for the film in question before the
policy was changed. Such administration of public funds lacks
integrity and is probably illegal.
By sponsoring a porno film, the
ASC .is supporting an industry
which exploits women as sex objects and all too often is connected
with organized crime. Our tuition
mon~y has no place supporting
such an industry's exploits, even
if that money is later replaced by
ticket sales. Nor do I.wish to part-

Richard Simpson

Porno ·p romotes abuse of women

Hot issue needs popular vote
To

Mr. Blackwell phoned the
distributor.
Secondly, the BOD should
represent all Central students
rather than the majority of ·
students. If the Board plans to
represent only majority interests
in its decision making, then those
who belong to any perceived
minority had better watch out
because their rights as students
are in jeopardy. If you're upset,
get involved!

PHOTO EDITOR
Rick Spencer
COPY EDITOR
Tami Tbedens
ADVERTISING MANAGERS

Marci Floyd
cipate in any ASC functions which
Paul Henry
may be paid for by any porno film
BUSIN~ MANAGER
profits.
Joe Stone
When an issue is as hot as long
CIRCULATION MANAGER
Cynthia Foster
as this one has been and no one
FACULTY ADVISER
agrees as to what the majority
John P. Foster
opinion is, it's obviously a case for
STAFF REPORTERS
a prompt. popular election.
·~ :·" Tunji .l\lao
Therefore, I salute Jay Hileman's
,_ Dan Baket
· ·" Winston 8ergluod
resolve, as stated at the April 6
. " PeR'i BiJler
BOD meeting, to put the matter to
Sus:iti .~
a student vote.
. ~roy~
' MaUDdler
Meanwhile, we must make a
&vatlanns
statement to the BOD that we , .
· Sherry James
Brenda Kaley
refuse to support such an exJudy Kirk
ploitive industry. We therefore
Richard Matthews
cannot support the film series
Terry
SCottL~tt
while it contains a porno fihn. We
STAFF. PHOTOGRAPHERS
must boycott all four spring
Ra1,1d.y ,lpderson
quarter films to do this. Otherwise
Alan .Jakubek
Cliff Nelsen
we too contribute to the porno inT.fmt>a\rick
dilstry's improprieties and the
CARTOONISTS
unhealthy attitudes the films proRick Fuller
mote.
Tracy tlorton

a.a

PRODUCTION STAFF

Sincerely,
Laura Jacobson

Daa Hauen
Chris Kirk
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Sports
Sayre does it again

Baseball's the game f
-Porter's the name

He's on the road to World Games
not place above ninth even though
their time may be the fastest of
both final heats of eight swimJohn Sayre is on the road to in- mers.
ternational competition after an
The same situation occurred in
outstanding performance at the the 200 yard backstroke where
United States Short Course (25 ·sayre took ninth again, though his
yard pool) Championships in In- time was seventh fastest overall
dianapolis, Ind. last week.
in 1:50.50. Sayre's fourth event
The four highest scoring men was the 100 yard backstroke, in
and women in the meet have been which he clocked a 51.53 for 19th
invited by the United States Swim place.
.
Te am (USS) to rep resent
The swimmers competing at the
America, along with 50 other meet were the best and fastest in
athletes at the 10-day Hopoel the United States, the elite of all
Games in Tel Aviv, Israel, beginn- the YMCA's, colleges and clubs
ing April 29.
throughout the nation.
Sayi:e placed second at InSayre swam for the Mission Viedianapolis in his specialty, the 400 jo team from California where, he
individual medley, with a world- relates, "it's hard."
''They have the best facilities,
class time of 3: 51. 77, just three
seconds off the world record for the best coaches and the hardest
that event.
workouts of any place in the coun"I just did what I knew I could try," said Sayre.
do, I'm really feeling great these
During Christmas break, he
days,'' said Sayre.
was able to spend two weeks at the
In the 200 IM, Sayre won the Mission Viejo training area and
consolation finals and placed work out with other national-class
ninth overall even though his time swimmers - six hours a day.
of 1:49.78 was faster than four of
"We were doing 16-18,000 meters
a day and one day I went 21,000
the swimmers in the finals heat.
Due to USS regulations, consola- meters." You read that right,
tion finalists (slower heat from 21,000 meters, which is•
the morning preliminaries) can- somewhere in the neighborhood of
By ALAN JAKUBEK
Of the Campus Crier

The CWU 1983 home baseball
14 miles.
season opens today when Jud"While I was there, I stayed
son Baptist visits for a twinbill.
with my cousins and I ate more
Central' s first two home
than their family of four combin·
games will be played at
ed. Once we had tacos - they ate
Yakima's Eisenhower High
12 between them and I ate 16,"
School due to poor field condiSayre said.
tions here.
After returning from Israel in
The 'Cats, 10-7 prior to a
May, Sayre will have only a few
Wednesday
doubleheader at
weeks of school before he again
Pacific
Lutheran
University,
returns to Mission Viejo to train,
have
seven
games
scheduled
this time for the USS Long Course
this
week.
In
addition
to the
(50 meter pool) Championships to
two midweek doubleheaders,
begin August I in Clovis, Calif.
Portland State visits Saturday
"If I place first or second there
in the 400 IM, then I'll be able to go
for a single game, then Central
to the Pan-American Games in ' plays Western Oregon Sunday
Caracas, Venezuela, which begin
in The Dalles, Ore., in a twinthe 13th," Sayre explained.
bill.
"I'm going to train hard this
The 'Cats played five games
sununer because a chance like
Pac-IO Northern Division
with
that is just such a great opportunischools
last week, winning two
ty for me," Sayre said.
and losing three. Central divid"Each time I do well in a race it
makes me more motivated to do · ed a doubleheader with
Eastern Washington Tuesday,
better.''
losing 13-8 and winr~ng 5-4.
Over the past weekend, Central
swim Coach Bob Gregson receivThe Wildcats won one of
ed a phone call from "Swimmers
three games with Washington
World" which is THE swimming
State. The Cougars beat the
magazine in the United States.
'Cats 11-6 Saturday. In
They wanted to know who Sayre
Sunday's doubleheader, CWU
was. Soon the world will be l;learwon the first game 2-1, but WSU
ing more about John Sayre.
bounced back for an 11-6 vie,.
1

****************************************~
~TODAY:
_
MONDAY, April 18
~

Thursday, April 14, 1983- 5

tory in the second game.
Senior Rob Porter pitched
five shutout innings in relief to
earn the win over the Cougars
He was also the winning pitcher in the 5-4 victory over
Eastern, pitching the first five
innings.
Greg Mooney was the hitting
star in both series. Against
Eastern he had three hits in
five at bats and drove in five
runs, including three in CWU's
5-4 win.
Mooney, a junior transfer
from Big Bend Community
College, had six hits in 14 at
bats at WSU. He drove in one
run and scored the other in
CWU's 2-1 win.
Mike McGuire, Mike Dorman and Ben Creighton also
had excellent series at WSU
with five hits each. CWU
pounded out 33 hits in three
games off WSU pitc!llng;
McGuire, riding a five-game
hitting streak, is CWU's
leading hitter at .412. Mooney is
batting .396 and leads in RBI
with 16. Troy Phelps and Britt
Stone are hitting .381 and .372,
respectively. Stone is second
on the team in RBI with 15.

lt BASEBALL: Judson Baptist Col- TENNIS: Women host Walla·•
• .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • : lege (2) 1 p.m. played at Yakima Walla Community College, 2 p.m. .
Eiseiihower High School field
Men host Walla Walla Community
College, 2 p.m.
.._
ltFRIDAY, April 15
INTRAMURALS:
Softball•
:TE1'1'NIS: Women at Eastern managers meeting, NPAV 117, 5:
lt Washington U., 3 p.m. Men at p.m.
•
: Seattle Pacific U., 2: 30 p.m.
:

**

'

*

:co.ED TRACK:
At Western
lt Washington U. Invitational.
:TENNIS: Women .at Columbia
lt Basin College (played at EWU) 9
:a.m. Men at St. Martin's 2:30 p.m.
lt BASEBALL: Portland State U.
: (1) 2 p.m. played at Yakima
Eisenhower High School field
}

*

it SUNDAY,

•

TUESDAY, April 19

:
ltSATURDAY, April 16

April 17

: BASEBALL: At Western Oregon
JtState College (played at The
!Dalles) (2) 1 n.m.

:

TENNIS: Men host Pacific•·
Lutheran, 2:30 p.m.:.
INTRAMURALS:
Softball-tc
begins.
:·
iC

:

WEDNESDAY, April 20

t:

TENNIS: Men host St. Martin's, 3 _.·
p.m.
«
BASEBALL: At Whitworth:
(played at Ephrata) (2) 1 p.m. •
CWU BOOSTERS: Meeting at Hi-:
Way Grille, Banquet Room, 5:30•
p.m.
.
~

•****************#•••¥·••~"*************JI(~
Body Tanning for Men and Women

SPRING SPECIAL

Schwinn-lishiki Bikes

10%0FF
BASEBACl-S0FTBALL

TROPICAl

rnn

Metal Cl~ated Sho~cf% OFF

405 E. Third
~{next to Hair Forum)

Softballs
REG. $6.99 Sale $4.99

962-ATAN

appointments accepted

·~-----------------------,
1
1 with this coupon

: 95$5. OFF
T
.
:I
•1

:

ess1on ann_ang :I
Packet
•
offer expires April 30 · 1

L-----------------------J

Baseball Mitts

25% OFF

Team Uniforms

15% OFF

Bats

25% OFF

TElllS RICKETS •••••• -•' . ~ 16% OFF
STRlllllllG. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •200 OFF
RICKETBILL RICKETS••••• ~ 16% OFF.

1
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Tennis Scoreboard
MEN'S TENNIS
Friday, April 8
University of Puget Sound 8, Central l
Singles: Rudy Londrum(UPS) d. Ron .Von
Horn 6-3,6-2; Leroy Cruse d. Eric
Prestbo(UPS) 6-3, 7-6; Dave Sackman (UPS)
d. Mark Textor 6-3, 4-6, 6-1; Tim Beals
(UPS) d. Russ Lister 6-2, 7-5; Louis Mitchell
(UPS) d. Paul Visaya 6-1, 6-0 and Mike
Kuryllo (UPS) d. Marc Combs 7-6, 7-6.
Doubles: Prestbo-Sockmon d. Cruse·
Textor 6-3, 6·4; Landrum-Mitchell d. Von
Horn-Lister 6-1, .2-6, 6-3 and Beols-Kuryllo
d.
Visaya-Combs
6-1,
6-2.

Lacer

CWU Medalist

Monday, April 11
Seattle University 5, Central 4
Singles: Joe Bedoya (S) d. Cruse 6-2, 6-3;
Stig Waidelich (S) d. Van Horn 6-2, 6-1;
Scott Rerucha (S) d. Textor 6-1, 6-0; Lister
d. Deon Saki (S) 3-6, 6-4, 6-0; Visaya d.
Mori Toboto (S) 7-5, 6-3 and Greg Bowman
(S) d. Combs 3-6, 6-4,' 6-4.
Doubles: Bedoya-Waidelich d. CruseTextor 4-6, 6-3, 6-2; Lister-Van Horn d.
Rerucha-Saki 7-5, 7-5 and Combs-.Wsoyo d.
Bowmon-Toboto 6-3, 6-2.

By LEROY CRUSE
Of the Campus Crier

The CWU Men's No. 1 golf team
almost came up with a victory at
their own invitational, but were
unsuccessful as they lost by a narrow one-stroke margin to the·
University of Puget Sound Friday
at the Yakima Country Club.
Central, which placed two
teams
in the two-day competition,
WOMEN'S TENNIS
was led by former Eisenhower
Wallo Walla CC 6, Central 3
golfer Allen Lacey, who carded a
Singles-Lisa Hoines (CWU) d. Connie Tyrell
Saturday, April 9
150 (73-77) for 36 holes and finish6-1,6-4; Tamie Hamilton (CWU) d. Traci
Central 6, Gonzaga 3
ed in a three-way tie for third
Singles: Von Horn D. Tom Michaels (G) Harper 6-2, 6-3; Doreen Austin (WW) d.
place.
6-2, 6-4; Tony Neal (G} d. Cruse 6-4, 6-4; Kindra Sloon 2-6, 6-1, 6-4; Shirley Shultz
Lacey, however, came up short
Textor d. Tom Strizich (G) 7-6, 6-4; Lister d. (WW) d. Sandy Sterling 6-4, 6-0; Mory Lou
in his efforts as Western
Scott Griff (G) 6-2, 6·2; Visaya d. Todd Tilloy (WW) d. Kristy Baird 6-2, 6-4; Cheryl
Washington University's Brian
Koden (G) 6-3, 4-6, 6-4 and Combs d. Rozo Corn (WW) d. Christina Hagarty 6-3, 6-3.
Flannigan won the sudden-death
Doubles-Shultz-Tilloy d. Hoines-Sterling
Shodmeks (G) 6-3, 6-0.
playoff between Lacey and FlanDoubles: Koden-Michoels d. Cruse- I ex tor 3-6, 7-6, 6-4; Hamilton-Sloan d. Tynellnigan's teammate Rick Harris for
I S-6; Van Horn-Lister d. Neal-Strizich 8-5 and Horper 6-1, 6-4; Austin-Com d. Baird- medalist honors.
Hagarty 5-7, 6- l , 6-1.
i Griff-Shodmeks d. Visaya-Combs 8-5.
Randy Fossum of Tacoma Community College was the division
medalist with a tournament best
of 146 (71-75).
The CWU golf team was to
travel to Eugene April 16, 17, and
18 for a three-day tournament at
the University of Oregon InvitaB
tional, but due to financial reasons
~
OUR ENTffiE STOCK OF
m the team will not be making the
MISSY, JUNIOR AND Gffil.S
trip.

r~B20B%~~~B~~
~

By scon SAYLER
Of the Campus Crier

Spring quarter means sunshine,
wind and softball. Tuesday, April
19, intramural softball will begin.
Once again the air will be filled
with the sound of swinging bats
and the ball hitting the leather of
the gloves.
As of Monday there were 25
teams signed up for softball, and
by yesterday's sign up deadline
Bill Parker of the intramurals office expected to have around 90
teams registered.
This year's intramural softball
will be divided into three men's
leagues, one women's league,
three co-ed leagues and an extra
league set up for any overflow.
There will be roughly fifteen officials to help out with the games.
Each participating team will play
IO games, with a· single elimination playoff tournament to follow.

If softball isn't your game, the
intramurals office is also planning
other athletic tournaments for the
quarter. Among these will be a
one-on-one basketball tournament
and a Strictly.;Pass football tournament.
Parker said there will be three
divisions in the basketball
tourney; 6-0 and under, 6-0 to 6-4,
and 6-4 and over.
He expects to have other small
tournaments, but hasn't determined what they will be.
"It should be a fairly ·mellow
quarter. I don't forsee any problems," he said. "It should be fun
for everyone who gets involved.''
Those who do get involved will
probably look forward to the
chance of breaking away from
schoolwork and participating in
some kind of athletic endeavor.
Central's spring intramurals program provides a means for many
students to compete in athletics.

'I don't forsee any problems. It shoul~ be
fun for everyone who gets involved.'

~

0

~

3-6x, 7-14 DRESSES JUST IN

Puget Sound 762, Central No. l 763,
Western Washington 767, Gonzaga 802,
Central No. 2 _831 and Whitman 839.

e

~

TIME FOR SPRING WEARING.
0

I

Intramural sports expect
large turnout
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G
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HIN.Ruby
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Individual CWU scores - CWU No. l : Jeff
Welch 76-77-153, Bill Frye 74-80-154, Curt
Roddewig 78-76-154, Doug Federspiel
75-81-156, Mork Nelson 74-89-163. CWU
No. 2: Dan Sullivan 75-86-161, Bob Gilmore
80-83-163, Jim Stacey 82-89-171, Jeff
Pryde 86-85-171, Joe Guinn 84-88-172.
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CHARIOTS Of flRf was~

the beginning of Eric Liddells

· adventure!
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APRIL 15·
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Ian Ctwrlc.'>on a.s ; The real Eric
f.rn Liddell
Liddell

7:30 P.M.
First Chrlst,l an Church
Sixth & Ruby

This film · begins where Chariots of Fire
left off!

FREE

Child-Care Provided

45 Min. Film
Church Phone:
925-2644

$100

$1.00 off any 16" pizza
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 4/20/83.
Fast, Free Delivery
505 N. Pine St
Phone; 925·6941
Open for lunch
11 am - 1 am Sun. - Thurs.
11am·2am Fri. & Sat.

_______________ J
©1981 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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Despite bad weather
tracksters do well
Of the Campus Crier

As if the competition wasn't
enough, Central's men's and
women's track team battled wind,
rain and hail in last weekend's
CWU Invitational.
After a week of practicing under
relatively mild weather conditions, the weather turned sour.
But women's coach Jan Boyungs
was still positive.
"I was pleased wit}) our performances in spite of the cold conditions," Boyungs said.
Western will be the host team of
this Saturday's track action in the
Western Washington University
Invitational. Maybe the weather
will be better there.
Central runners were still able
to tum in a number of quality performances in their hosted invitational.
Men's coach Spike Arlt praised
his team's effort, but stressed
Western's advantage.
"We had good performances
and some of our guys are really
coming along, but Western is probably tougher than we are right
now from a depth standpoint in
sprints and the quarter mile,"
Arlt said.
Central women captured four
first place finishes and the men
took three.
All-Americans Rob Schippers

By LEROY CRUSE
Of the Campus Crier

The CWU women's tennis team,
though young, is beginning to
show signs of experienced play.
The women's team, now 2-2
overall and 2-0 in district play,
has been showing vast improvement as they move into their third
week of collegiate competition.
Head coach Dee Johns_believes
this year's squad has excellent
potential. "We have some tough
competition coming up and if we
can consistently play to our potential we'll have some very good
matches, even though we are a
young team."
Lisa Haines, a sophomore
·transfer from Clark Community
College, has been the brightest
point on this year's women's
team.
Haines has compiled a 4-0
record so far this year and looks to
be a consistent performer
throughout the remainder of the
season.

49.8.

"The hand-offs were excellent
and that is most important in a
relay,'' Boyungs said.
Rick McElwee drew the praise
of his coach by winning the discus
with a toss of 157.2, 11 feet farther
than the next thrower·
Bob Prather ran 20 seconds
faster than the next best firusher
to win the steeplechase in a time
of 9:19.2.
Dale King and Roger Howell
ran to second place finishes in the
5 and 10,000 meters with times of
15: 14 and 31: g3 respectively. Dan
Smith's 6-6 liigh jump· also earned
him a second pl~c~. .
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925-1435
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1442 Cascade. Way
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(Prices good April 14-20)

Carnation Clasic Cat Food
(sea food
flavor)
20lb. bag 12$1 OFF

I

1.:

II
I
I

Video
ame Cartridge
For Atari
Everyday

Bl-MART 32.77

NOW •••

27.59

Tingley irrigation boots
on sale for

reg.

$19. 75

$18.25

I
'"'

7ft. pressure treated wood posts-all
diameters
40 CENTS OFF PER POST

I
I

All nursery stock
S

f

20 PERCENT OFF
.
d
d

#M~~~

15.S OZ. JAR
Chose from: Aloe Vera,
Collagen- Elastrih,
Vitamin E, Cocoa Butter,
Jo.Joha or Paha cream.

.J------.....i11

,:,: · -...,..~..---_
~~~.,,-

CREAM

~

2454

No.

I. ,

stock Land of Lakes milk

~
KINCARE PLUS

•"i

Mare and Colt horse feed-16 percent
protiei1 with Selenium & vitamin mineral

~"

1
I

I 3n

1-

50 CENTS OFF on 50lb. bag

SIZE

Bl-MART
SALE
PRICED ... • ~

foods & medications

package

I

v~ ~z

I

· Friday, April 15, the Wildcats
will be traveling to Cheney for two
matches in two days. The first will
be played against Eastern
Washington University and Saturday's match plts CWU against
Columbia Basin· Commllinity College. This match will be played at
9 a.m., also in Cheney.

HERE ARE JUST A FEW
EXAMPLES OF THE MANY
MONEY SA YING SPECIALS
ON SALE AT··· Bl-MART

CONDITION II
SHAMPOO

1·

I

1
·1.,,
I
I ~~la~~;s

The women's team, which
recently lost to Walla Walla Community College by a narrow .
margin of 6-3, was what Johns
termed, "lobbed to death."
"This was a match that could've
gone either way,'' said Johns.
"But what happened is that this
consistent lobbing threw off our
game."

CLAIROL
CONDITION

I

1-All dog collars & leads 20 PERCENT OFF I
I
Now stocking aquarium supplies , fish
j
1
~

Concentrating on being the best, Kindra Sloan works on
her backhand.

•Bl·

.~

\1a1alRSHa1

1
;.

I
I

improvement

(3:52.2 in the 1500 "meters) and
Loma Martinson (147-1 in the
javelin) dominated their competition in leading the Wildcat teams.
Wildcat women finished first
and second in the 200 meters and
10,000 meters. Julie Smith nipped
Kelly Paulinsky at the line in the
200 meters, 26.5 and 26.6, respectively. Carol Christensen and Penny Myrvang (38:16 and 38: 36
respectively) finished over two
minutes ahead of the next
finisher.
"I was really ·impressed," said
Boyungs. "The girls ran well and
the 400 meter relay team really
got us going."
The 400 meter relay team of
Denise Slack, Lona Joslin, Smith
and Paulinsky ran an impressive

By RICHARD MATIHEWS
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ICE CHEST
Bl-MART
SALE
PRICED•••

1

ti J+i'4 !•l ;f No. KK54

Bi-Ma59•e

~97-~1 •

LOCATED AT 603

11

_.

CARA YELLE"

Two Person Raft Outfit
Outfit includes oars and foot
inflator pump

8

2ft

1st 3 jars at sale price ... addt'l at
veryday low Bl-MART price

E.

SALE
PRICED...
~OUNTAIN VIEW, EL.LENSBURG

~-

II WHY PAY MORE •wtt~
AT ANOTHER STORE? CE •
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'Meet The Beatles'
By TAMI THEDENS
Of the Campus Crier

Ask him about the Paul McCartney death rwnor and he'll tell you
the whole story. And John
Lennon's death? He knows all
about that too.
Central freshman Rod Doak, at
19, is the closest thing to a Beatles
. expert anywhere.
Doak has an extensive collection of Beatles' memorabilia
which he began collecting at etge
12. In it is everything from a
Beatles lunchpail, circa 1965, to a
gold coin commemorating their
1964 World Tour.
"I've been a Beatles fan for
seven years," Doak said. "My
older brother first got me interested in collecting. He brought
home 'Meet The Beatles' and that
got me started on their early stuff.
From there I worked my way up."
Beginning his collection with all
18 United States releases by the
Fab Four, Doak now owns a collection worth approximately
$3,000. From 'Meet The Beatles' in
1964 to 'Let It Be' in 1970 - he has
them all, plus a few foreign
releases.
Most of the pieces in Doak's collection were purchased from Ace
Books and Records, a local

business. But he said yard sales
and junk stores are goldmines if
you keep your eyes open.
"I went to a junk store in Seattle
and asked an old man if he had
any Beatles stuff. He pulled out a
big stack of old albums, and I
picked 12 out," Doak recalls.
"I said 'How much do you want
for these?' He ended up charging
me only $8."
In the collecting business, price
is always the main factor. If
something is in bad shape but the
price is right, it may be a good
buy, according to Doak.
Rare
Beatles
buttons,
magazines, 45s, comic books anything imaginable connected to
the famous rock group ·can be
founp in the modest brown box
Doak calls home for his collection.
His prized possession is the butcher cover from the Beatles
'Yesterday · And Today' album.
The controversial cover, released
in 1966, showed the band members
strewn with cuts. of meat and
dismembered baby doll bodies.
Originally, 170,000 albums were
released but they were recalled
immediately when the public rejected the cover as distasteful.
The record company pulled the
albums off the shelves. Half the
LPs were burned before the com-

pany decided that alternative was
too costly. Instead, they covered
the remaining covers with a
neutral photo of the Beatles positioned around a trunk.
Original "butcher covers" are
worth around $500. The pastedover albums can be steamed to
reveal the original cover, but it's a
time-consuming and painstaking
process.
Doak found a disguised album,
paid $100 for it and steamed it
himself. He now has a $250-$300
addition to his collection.
"I'd never sell the butcher
·cover," Doak said. "It's the most
sought-after item to have. You
can go out and buy just about
anything but that."
He feels the same way about his
entire collection. "I've tried to sell
it, thinking 'I need the money,' but
I go to do it and I just can't."
Grim reminders of John Lennon's death are included in the
collection. A Seattle P-I with banner headline, 'Ex-Beatie John
Lennon Slain' and Newsweek's
tribute to· the famous musician
have been saved..
The soft-spoken Ellensburg
native likes to think of himself as
a Beatles expert, but said Qnce in

(cont. see 'Beatles' page
10)
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'======Residents rate cable service
By PERRI BIXLER
Of the Campus Crier

~

The question of watching
televison in Ellensburg has
= become an issue to those
paying for King Videocable
Company services.
King Video's 15-year fran..;
chise contract will come up
for renewal in February
1984.
The City of Ellensburg appointed a committee of per-·
sons knowledgeable in
television and business to
make recommendations
regarding a new frachise
contract with King Video.
The committee is headed
by Bill Craig, director of
television services at the Instructional Media Center in
B ouill on Hall. Other
memebers are Larry Wald,
Lewis Locke, Dave Mitchell
and Richard Leinaweaver.
A survey, intended to help
committee
members
prepare their report for the
city, was mailed to 4,250
residents of Ellensburg with
~

WHEN 1 HE\' WERE: GOOD THE\' WERE: l'ER\' GOOD.
BVT WHEN THE:\' WERE BAD. THE\' Wl· RE: BETTER!
*PIA SNO\A. *JASMINE Dll BAY* ENOHA BRUCE*
*VICTORIA KNOLL* JOHN llSLIE *HON JEREMY* RICHARD PACHECO•
PHODUCLD AND DIRlCI LD BY DAVID I. FRAZER & S\ltTLAlllA
4CllllETRl:X.llll<. Rt.ti.A.SI: COUECTO!r5', VIDEO f'\l(OlOR RATfDI}(

Thursday April 14th

i

.

A hurting child is looking for answers. Could you be part of •
the solution? Challenging opportunity for the right people.
Couples or singles. Requirement: love of children,

...

patience, and understanding. Pay minimal.

$2.00 ADMISSION
Movie

other 12 channels without a
'black box' which would be
pr.ovided by King Video for
an extra charge. The survey
pointed out that most
customers wouldn't do this."
Roy Morrison, manager of
King Videocable Company,
declined comment on the
survey because the company
hasn't yet received the
results.
The reason the company
was granted its current
15-year contract period was
to give it fair time to recoup
its investment, according to
Leinaweaver.
Negotiations between the
cable company and the city
won't take place until after
May 31. Leinaweaver said
the committee and the counell hope to reach a contract
agreement with King Video.
"But this will be an adversary meeting," he cautioned, "not collective bargaining. If the city cannot come
up with a contract with King
Video, another franchise will
be explored.''

, ......................•..•..•.•••••......•...................... ,

3:00, 7:00, 9:30 and
·
a ·special 11 :30 showing

i ASC

questions on King Video's
service and rates and on
what they would like to see in
future programming.
Accordingtothesurvey,70
percent of the 425
respondents were satisfied
with the service provided.
Eight to one were also
satisfied with the current
basic rate of $8.95 per month. ·
Most did not want additional
channels if it meant a higher
monthly charge.
Leinaweaver emphasized
that even a 10 percent
response is credible for a
survey of this size.
The committee must have
its recommendations to the
city council by May 31. Its
members are currently ex· amining frachise contracts
from other cities.
"We feel that the King
Videocable Co. should go to
its present full capacity of 24
channels immediately,"
Leinaweaver said.
"But a problem is that 95
percent of receivers (televisions) won't pick up the

·

Reward: satisfaction of helping a child.

. In the SUB Theater

I
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FOSTER PARENTING.

Call Dept. of Social

and Health Services-Karla E. Smith, 925-9834
................................•.•.•••..•••....•••.•.••.•...•..
,...
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Classical concert, has casual
philosophy. ''.I feel t~t ~e purpose of playmg music is communication and I find that a
formal
situation
is
distancing,"
he
said.
"Chamber music, especially of
this period, was meant to be
played in an intimate atmosphere."
The concert featured piano
pieces by Mozart, Beethoven
and J.L. Dussek. All were
played on replicas of 18th century fortepianos, a smaller
version of today's instrument.
Gries, a longtime advocate
of the use of original instruments, said he feels it's important that music be played
on those instruments for which
it was written.
"Composers of the time
wrote for the sound of the instruments available," he said.
"The sound of classical music
is based on the nature of those
instruments. Played on the

By STEVE PEHA
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor

Peter Gries turned to address a quiet audience. Expecting a fonnal introduction to
the program, they listened attentively. "There's an 'odge'
out in the parking lot which I
think is a Dodge and if it wants
to go home after the concert someone better turn its lights
off," he said.
Not exactly the kind of introduction you'd expect to a
formal faculty recital, but
Gries' recent concert was
anything but formal.
The casual atmosphere
seemed appropriate, however;
as the program consisted entirely of music from the
Classical period ( 1750-1830)
which is generally lighthearted in nature.
Gries said this approach is a
major part of his performance

at~osphere
fortepiano, music of this period.
is much more sharply focused
than it would be on the grand
piano of today."
Beverly Biggs, a Spokane
pianist and concert promoter,
joined Gries and the pair
played two pieces written for
two fortepianos and a duet for
four hands in which the performers played simultaneously
at one keyboad.
The evening also included
five songs by Franz Schubert
sung by music professor Judith
Burns, accompanied by Gries.
A highly animated performer, Gries made the performance of a single note an
entertaining occurance. - His
casual, almost humorous style
even extended to his attire.
Dressed conservatively in gray
from head to toe he donned a
large green and yellow necktie
especially for the performance.

A

M•NJ'l6eRtE OF
V1DEO GA.-tEs!

C

OMICS

'Hunchback' set bu.ilt
By JUDY KIRK
Of the Campus Crier

· designs onto a rose window which
will seem like a part of the
cathedral when finished.
And Doug Strausbaugh, who
plays soldier Jean du Moulin,
formed eerie gargoyles to be placed on the cathedral.
Up in the costume shop, Rebecca Tpompson and her crew were
busy sewing and fitting costumes.
Hawkins, the play's director, was
there as well, working as hard as
the rest of them.

The staging of a world premiere
is in progre~ at McConnell's
Tower Theatre.
"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," adapted from the Victor
Hugo novel by Central professors
Mary James and Jim Hawkins,
will open Thursday, April 21 with
an exhausted production crew exhausted because they've been
building a cathedral.
. Everyone is hard at work getThe set, built in the round, was a ting things · ready for opening .
noisy place last Saturday at a day- night. The task is large and the
long work party called to speed up time is short, but all are confident
production. Led by set designer this production will,· do great
Katharine Hartzell, cast and crew justice to Hugo's classic story.
alike were busy nailing, sawing,
painting, and drawing.
The show will run Thursday
Kevin Mercer, who plays the through Saturday next week with
hunchback Quasimodo, helped a final performance Friday, April
secure the steps which he will 29. Though the play will be staged
climb during the performance in- .as part of the Children's Theatre
Festival that weekend, Hawkins
to the tower . .
Crew member Kay Miles said. he doesn't recommend extransferred one of Hartzell's tremely young children see it.

FREe TOKeNS
01? AAJIMl.S

AYINIS2-8Y-2!

J./t/~
ARCADE O~Efl.ATOR

·•,

Before those

0 j;

start ~a;:::;·~aym

RESEARCH PAPERS
TOLL·FREE HOTLINE

800·621·5745

IN ILLINOIS CALL 312·922-03oo
AUTHORS' RESEARCH, ROOM 800
407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL IOI05

899

#899-8" full-grain oil-tanned
water-repellent leather with steel
shank support, leather insole
and Vibram" lug soles
and heels for firm-grip
traction, Truly an Irish
Setter! Men's and
women's sizes,

RedWmgs1/F

in the Morning

DEALER

.For Under $1.00

QualltJ· typi°' projects
Newsletter !oraatting
Ma~s aaH & surveys
W~ita

P..O~

·- Mundy's Fa11:1ily Shoes

Egg McMuffiri'

to.r ·,quote/rates

- • • l Vorda,

A fresh grade A eee, Canadian st;)'le bacon,
e
and cheese on a roasted Enellsh muffin .......... ······• .. 99

.·. - . 676 . BlleubUr1

am= ·

Continental Breakfast
Your choice of Danish Paslr;)',
oranee juice, and a la. ee cup of steamfne
hot coffee, reeular or decaffeinated •.••.•..•••• • · • • • · · • • ·

For Sale Canon Camera FT

Two fresh scrambled erade A eees, served with
toasted Enellsh muffin and fa ms •••••••• • • • • • • · • · • · • • · · • •

i

.•,....................... •I

: Earn $500 or more • \
.. each school year. •
•lt Flexible hours. :
• Monthly Payment :
: for placing posters • ·
on campus.
•
:
Bonus based
•
on resu Its.
:Prizes awarded also ·
·p. .
800-526-0883
1~ ........... •.!I . . . . . a,1. '

.

Thr.- lleht and fluff;)' hotcalres, served with s)lrup,
topped with a pat of creamer;)' butter···•·······•···•···••

60e

Your choice of apple, cinnamon,
(:J

raspberr)I .•••.••••..• · • · •.• • · · • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • •

Hash Browns

Crisp and irolden·IJrown ••.•.••• • • · • • • · • • · · • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4

r

English Muffin

c

Toasted, wUh fam •• • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • · • · • · • • • • · • • • • · • · · · · • 4

7

Rod & Reel Combo
Pautzke's Eggs
Leader
Bait
: 6l5 SO· MAIN ST
.Fishing License
PLUS
Ammunition
Sporting Goods

OFFER SOOD MOl.·FRI. OILY FROll 1·10:30 U. THROUGH APRIL 29, 1983

AND MUCH MORE

Locally owned 6: operated by

JObn Ames & his friendly,
courteeas staff

......................................................
ELLENSBURG AMERICAN LEGION

SPONSORED AND HOSTED BY:
The Central Washington University

Season Opener Special :
Pautzke's Balls of Fire Eggs $1.99

REC 0 RD · PR I rf ,T I N·G,
' &GR .A PH 1·c s
COJlllJllERCIAL · 4'08 PRINTING

~ALL

$9.00 per couple
(or)
$5.00 per person

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••REFRESHMENTS*••

75 e

Side Orders

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH · 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

***NO HOST BAR***

FISHING 'SUPPLIES

c

Danish Pastr~

BIG BAND DANCE

Services Majors' Club ·

8S

· Hotcakes

®~~
Leisu~e

Open late Fri. evening

Scrambled Eggs & Muffin

QL with 1.8 lens including
case and filters. Only $90.
1Call Dr. Bleecher 963-1461

~

•

qqc

4th. & Pearl

TICKETS WILL BE
AVAILABLE AT
THE DOOR

RESUMES
ENVELOPES

BUSINESS FORMS

BROCHURES

***DOOR PRIZES•••
For further information/reservations contact:
Leisure Services Program, CWU, 963-1314

925~1419

ELLENSBURG
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Reel -View
e~:~.:~:s

'Officer and a Gentleman' ranks high

After playblg a crazy in ''Looking For Mr. Goodbar," and .a n unfeeling sex machine in "American
Gigolo,'* Richard Gere has finally come into his own.
,, In "An Officer and a Gentleman," Gere gets a long
overdue role - one which allows him to be a nice
guy. Along with Debra Winger and Lou Gossett Jr.,
Gere contributes to a wonderfully romantic and
entertaining film. .
He plays Zack Mayo, a street-smart young man
·with a large chip on his shoulder, who enters the
Naval Officers Candidate School in Pensacola, Fla.,
with a dr~ of flying a jet and no idea of the hell
.
he'll _go through once he ~e~ there. ,
Thirteen weeks of trammg under the menacmg
hawkeye of Drill Ins~ctor Emil ~oley (Lo!-1 Goss.e tt
Jr.) almost breaks him. But he fmds out Just what
he's made of through the ordeal and begins to piece
together w.hat life's all about.

L

The physical and mental rigors the candidates g~
through are unreal. If you want to fly jets, you work
to get there, with your brain and your body.
.There are moments of leisure however and most
socializing takes place in a smah town off base. The
girls in town are aii waiting like vultures to get their
claws into an officer candidate. They work in canneries and the like, and one of the boys in white
would be a good way up for them.
The "girls" resort to all kinds of ploys, including
pregnancy' to snag one of the elite military men. So
begins the relationship between Zack and Paula
' Pokrifki (Debra Winger). But their romance is a cut
above the sleazy liasons the other couples have.
~ck has a hard time in love, as he does in life, openmg up to anyone. .
By the end of "An Officer and a Gentleman," he's
accomplished this and you're left ~rinning ear to ear

like a dummy. This film is incredibly corny_and the
plot is very formula, but despite all this, it has
become one of the most popular films of 1982-83.
The cannery scene at , the end of the movie
should've been left on the editing room floor. Com is
com, but this scene really stinks. This was my only
objection to the entire film.
You'll have no trouble rooting for Zack, and he
makes it all right, after a few false starts. He grows
up, becomes ~esponsible and l~ams to love. S~gh.
Gere ~d Wmger ar~ f~tasbc t~gether. Their ~ove
sc~nes s~zle and their dialogue is REAL, not lines
be~~a1e~t:~~fiic sugar-coated movie. If you leave
th th t
'thout a sappy grin you didn't let ·
yo:rse~
what the movie wa~ trying to do to
If
g0· ith a girlfriend or boyfriend it's even
~:t ~u :an hold hands and be sugar-coated
and ::PP:~~ether.

::jo';

STUDENT TEACHERS
& OPTION C ENTRY PHASE
STUD.ENTS
MANDATORY MEETING FOR

FALL QUARTER 1983
· April 26, 8:30 a.in.-11:30 a.m.
· Grupe Conference Center

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

Sign-up-Black Hall, April 18-22

· fine foods, desserts and espresso coffee

Placements are still .available for Student Teaching &
Option C Entry Phase for the 1983-84 academic year
(Fall and Winter '84
Applications deadline has passed; however, we will
accept .applications on a· space available basis.

105 W. 3rd

925-3050
7:3ea.m.-10:30p.m. Fr.-sat.

Remainder Book Sale

Beatles
(cont. from page 8)
a while a piece of trivia will get by ·
him.
Looking through the collection
is like taking a step back in time to
the era of the Vietnam war and
the miniskirt - screaming girls, .
Beatle boots, cloth from a towel
the Beatles wiped their brow with.
By keeping a collection of the
rock group's symbols, Doak is
keeping a part of the '60s alive.
To him, the band is gone only in
name. "Putting on a Beatles
album is just as acceptable today
as putting a new group on· the
turntable," he ~aid.
"I think their. music will last
forever."

Remainder Books are titles that have _been discontinued by
tbe publisher. we have hundreds of tltles to choose from, In
a wide.variety of topics - All discounted between
30% and 50% from their regular retall price.
Hurry in while the selection Is stlll great!

1ac Textbook Sale

How about buying back that calculus
text that we gave you five bucks for
·<that you didn't really want to sell
anyway.. .> for A DIME! we have
literally ·tons of used textbooks on sale
for just one thin dime apiece while
they last. They make great reference
sources and handy, dandy hot pads.
one thousand and one uses between
each· cover! <Make up some new ones
with your friends~>
~STORE

HOURS-

Monday - Thursda.y - a am - 9. pm
. Friday - 8 am - s pm
· -Saturday -11 am - 4 p_m

Centraline
Thursday events
MATHEMATICAL BILLIARDS WASHINGTON STUDENT LOBwill be the topic.of a speech by Dr. BY MEETS TONIGHT at 6:30 in
Jack Robertson of Washington the · SUB Pit. All interested
State University's math depart- students and faculty are invited to
ment. All .interested persons are . come. The WSL is an active group
invited to attend this noon working in the legislature to
meeting of the Math Club in oversee the interests of college
BULN 117. Refreshments will be students across the state. Election
served.
of new officers will be the main
feature
of this meeting. Paul
HON. JAMES M. DOLLIVER,
Washington State Supreme Court Byrne, of the WSL, stresses the
Justice, will speak on "The Least · importance of student input at
Dangerous Branch of Govern- these meetings.
ment: The View in 1983" today
Thursday, April H at 4 p.m. in
Hertz Auditorium. The speech,
CRISIS
LINE
NEEDS
sponsored by the William 0.
VOLUNTEERS and will be trainDouglas Honors College and
ing new people Friday, April 22
CWU, is open to the public with no
through Sunday, April 24.
admission charge.
Registration and interview will be
Wednesday, April 20 from 7-9 p.m.
STOP
YOUR
BINGE/
in room 107 of the Morris Sorenson
VOMITING by joining a free
Building, 507 Nanum. Volunteers
bulimia support group. Confidenhandle calls from all age groups
tial! The first meeting is today,
with a full range of human proApril H, in the Counseling Center
blems and will work approximateat 7 p.m. For more info. call Diana
ly 3 to 4 hours a week. For more
at 963-1940 or the Counseling
information about volunteering
Center at 963-1391.
call 925-2166 in the mornings or
BREAK THE MID-WEEK
925-4168
anytime.
BLAHS float the Yakima River
every Thursday. Floaters will
CONTINUING EDUCATION
leave Hertz parking lot at 3 p.m.
SPRING COMMUNITY FILM
Cost is only $4. Pre-register in the
SERIES, Musicians and Their
Tent 'N Tube a,ental shop. SponMusic, will offer ''High Lonesome
sored by University RecreaSound" and "Red, White and
tion/Outdoor Programs.
Bluegrass," this Wednesday,
.FOR AN EVENING OF JAZZ
April 20, from 7-8 p.m. in Black
attend VAT NITE at The Tav
102. Admission is free ancl open to
Thursdays at 9 p.m. Sponsored by
the public.
NAJE.
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A NINE HOLE GOLF TOURCOOPERATIVE FIELD EXNAMENT, is being sponsored by PERIENCE ORIENTATION
the Student Council for Excep- MEETINGS for spring quarter
tional Children April 26 from 4 are Monday at 2 p.m., Tuesday at
p.m. to 6 p.m. at the Ellensburg 9 a.m. and 3 p.m., Wednesday at 1
Golf Course. Entry fee is $6 and p.m., Thursday at 10 a.m. and Fritickets are available at: Sports day at 11 a.m.
Elite, Nicholson Pavilion,
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXEllensburg Golf Club, and Black CEPTIONAL CHILDREN is hav214. You must present ticket on ingaLASl\GNAFEED!! April29,
the day of the tournament at the 5-8 p.m. in the SUB Cafeteria. Cost
Golf Club. For more information is $4 for adults and $2 for children
contact .Maggie Johnson at under 12. All are invited to attend!
963-3293.
For more information contact
COLLEGE STUDENTS IN- Maggie Johnson at 963-3293.
THE
FOREIGN
AND TERESTED JN SUMMER INWORLD OF POETRY COMDOMESTIC
TEACHERS TERNSHIPSshouldapplynowfor PETITION, A $1,000 grand prize
ORGANIZATION needs teacher the thousands of corporate and will be offered in the largest
applicants in all fields from governmental internships and poetry competition ever sponkindergarten through college to work study . opportunities sored by the World of Poetry
fill between five and six hundred available. Students interested in newsletter. New poets are enteaching vacancies both at home receiving more information about couraged to enter. There are·addiand abroad: We possess hundreds these internships and the scholar- tional prizes worth over $25,000.
of currentopeningsandhaveallof ships provided by some
For a free list of rules and prizes
write World of Poetry, 2431
the pertinent information on employers should send a business
scholarships, grants and size stamped self-addressed Stockton Blvd., Dept. P,
fellowships. Our information envelope to The Scholarship
Sacramento, CA 95817.
brochure is free. For information Bank, 10100 Santa Monica Blvd.,
ALPHA KAPPA PSI welcomes
everyone back for spring quarter
about the organization write the Suite 750, Los Angeles, CA 90067.
1983. we , also would like to anPortland Oregon Better Business .
A FREE "COLLEGE SURBureau or the National Teacher's
nounce the new officers for the
. VIVAL KIT,'' consisting of 12 arP 1acement Agency., UNIVERSAL
·
~oming year Mike Whitaker,
ticles dedicated to better reading,
, d
TEACHERS, Box 5231, P ortlan '
pres1'dent·,
Tracy Johnson, vicewriting · and communications
Oregon 97208.
k"ll
b
pres1"dent·,
Tara
Lewis, secretary·,
s i s, is eing offered to college
THE
OWEN J. SHA~LE·
students by International Paper Don Scotburg, treasurer; Beth
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP APCompany. A free kit n.lay be ob- Stolson, warden and Audry Harris
PLICATIONS for 1983-84 are now
tained by writing International and Mike Jordan, public relations
available in the Financial Aid 0 fofficers. We congratulate these ·.
Paper
Company, College Survival
f
fice. Applicants. must
be
o
new officers and wish them the
d
· ·ng
Kit, Dept. P ., PO Box 954,
sophomol:"e st andmg an maJor1
Ma dison Square Station, New
best ofluck over the next year .
in industrial teacher education. .york, NY lOOlO.
Our meetings are now at 8 p.m.
Deadline to receive applications is
Mondays, the next meeting will be
April 30, 1983.
Monday. April 111._See you there!
ELLENSBURG RECREATION
DEPARTMENT cordially invites .
you to come along to watch the
Seattle Mariners play the
Baltimore Orioles in the King
Dome Friday, April 29. The cost is
$17 .50 per person and includes box
seat tickets and travel coach to.
and from the game. Deadline for
reservations is April 20 at 5 p.m.
and can be made at the Community Center 506 S. Pine. We hope you
will join us.

ATTENTION
MATH AND
'PHYSICS
MAJORS
The Air Force ROTC at Central has
available three 2-year scholarships for
interested Math or Physics majors.
We are looking for sophomores, but
will accept juniors or seni.ors willing
to remain in college for two years.
Scholarship includes:

................. ...................... .... .........
__.

_._

~

ASC PRESENTS (
S_p ring Quarter

PAPA JOHNS
first time this quarter
Wednesday April 20 SUB Pit
I

8 P.M.

"An experience
in entertainment"

Tuition, books, lab fees and $100 a month
For more information contact:

Deadline for

Lt. Col. David B. Hubbard

applica~io~:

Professor of Aerospaee Studies

· April 30, 1983

Room 203

Peterson Hall

~09/963-2314

~f

you are interested in

becoming a part of .Papa Johns
call ~N 0 W!!!!

963-1 :691
Gateway t~ a great way ot life.

or contact the ASC office

Army ·c adet heads
for Ranger ·school
We feature the finest beers from .the world's ·.
master brewerys. ·Clip this ad and keep track
of the branlls you've tried during the year!
Australia
Cooper
Foster Lager
KB Tooths ·
Reschs
Tooths Sheaf Stout

Austria
Adler Brau
Zipfer

Belgium
Rodenbach
St. Sixtus

Canada
Ironhorse
Lebatts
Lebatts Ale
Molson
Molson Ale
Molson Golden
Moose head
Trapper
Yukon Gold

Czechoslovakia

Holste~-

Kaiser Dom
Klumb~cher
Krombacher Pilsner
Maisel Bayrisch
Paulaner Bock
Paulaner Muncher
Paulaner Saluator
Paulaner Urtyb
Paulaner Weisen
Pinkus Pilsner
Pinkus Weisen
Ritterbrau Bock
Ritterbrau Dark
Ritterbrau Pilsner
Spatenbrau
St. Pauli Dark
St. Pauli Light
Warsteiner
Westfallia

Holland
Brand
Grolsch
Heinekens Dark
Heinekens Light
Orangeboom
Skol

Pilsner Urquell

Ireland

China
Tsingtao

Denmark
Carlsberg
Elephant
Giraf

England
Bass
Beaver
Big Ben
Bombardier Ale
Cheshire
Fullers London PD
John Courage
Mackelson
Newcastle
Old Peculiar
Samuel Smith
Stingo .Ale
Taddy Porter
Vaux Double Max
Wards Trad. Ale
Whatneys
Whitbread

Finland
Koff Stout

France
Export 33
La Belle Fischer
Lutece
Schutz

Germany
Altenmunster
Becks Dark
Becks Light
Dab
Dab Alt.
Dinkel Acker
Dortmunder Dark
Dortmunder Light
Eku Dark
Eku Pilsner
Eku Special Reserve
Grensquell
Henninger Dark
Henninger Light
Hofbrau Dark
Hofbrau Light

Guiness Stout
Harp

Italy
Moretti
Peroni
Raffo

Japan
Kirin
Sapporo
Sapporo Draft

Luxembourg
Diekirch Pilsner

Mexico ,
Bohemia
Brisa
Carta Blanac Dark
Carta Blanac Light
Corona·
Dos Equis Dark
Dos Equis Light
Montejo
Negra Modelo
Noche Buena
Superior
Tecate
T~es Equis

New Zealand
Leopard
Steinlager

Norway
A ass
Aass Bok
Aass Juleol
Frydenluilds
Hansa
Ringnes Dark
Ringus Exp_o rt
Ski

Phillipines
San Miguel Dark
San Miguel Light

Scotland

.

Switzerland
Hurliman
Lowenbrau Dark
Lowenbrau Light

Tahiti
Hinano

Turkey
Ephesus

Domestic
American
Anchor Christmas
Anchor Porter
Anchor Steam
Augsburger Dark
Aqgsburger Light
Ballantine
Beer·Beer
Beer Lite
Black Label
Blitz
Blitz Bavarian
Bohemian
Brew 102
Buckhorn
Budweiser
Budweiser Light
Cold Springs
Colt 45
Coors
Coors Light
Country Club
Erlanger
Falstaff
George Killian
Hamms
Hamms Light
Heidelberg
Henry Weinhard
Iron City
Iron City Light
Lite
Lones tar
Lowenbrau
Lowenbrau Dark
Lucky
Michelob
Michelob Light
Mickeys
Miller
Natural Light
Ne~ir-Beer

Old English 800
Old Milwaukee
Old Milwaukee Light
Olympia
Olympia Gold
Pabst
Pearl
Pearl Light
Rainier
Rainier Ale
Rainier Light
Regal
Reinlander
Robin Hood Ale
Schaefer
Schlitz
Schlitz Bull
Schlitz Light
Schmidt
Sierra
Tub,>rg
Tubor.g Dark
Wild Mustang
Yuengling
Yuengling Porter

900

By SUSAN COTTMAN
Of the Campus Crier

Kevin Hamm is the only Anny
ROTC cadet in the state to be
. chosen for Anny Ranger School.
The 19 year-old sophorporei
was one of nine cadets chosen last
quarter throughout the western
United States. Hamm ranks ninth
among the 49 chosen nationwide to
attend the school beginning in
May.
The Ranger school is a 10 week
course conducted in GPorgia and
Florida.
"It (the school) • teaches you,
under combat conditions, to lead
men and patrols, apd you learn a
lot about self-confidence." Hanun
said.

Hanun was selected after qualifying academically and- passing
physical tests at Central last
quarter. One of those tests involved a rigorous 12 mile road march
in uniform with a full field pack.
Hanun was one of three cadets to
try out for the specialized training
school. The other two, Michael
Johnson and Jeffrey Cochran,
were chosen as alternates. But,
they now have opted to go to Airborne School.
Hamm said the Anny career of
- his father, who is a Lt. Colonel stationed at Fort Lewis, had some effect on his decision to join the
ROTC program. Last summer

Hamm attended a six week basic
training camp at Fort Knox, Ky.
His ROTC scholarship pays his
tuition, lab fees, books, and an expense check.
Cadets must attend three
military science classes per week
and one two-hour lab every Thursday. Once in the service, cadets
are obligated to four years of active duty and two years of inactive
reserve.
· Hanun is unsure whether he will
remain in the service once his tour
is complete.
"I'm learning a lot about groups
of different people (in ROTC). In
camp last swruner there were
people from all over, including
Puerto Rico.

Hanun stressed that the program is not for everyone. "You
really have to put yourself mto it.
You can't go halfway and you've
got to be decisive .."
A public -relations major with a
minor in computer science,
Hamm would like to work in his
field eventually. As a sort of
preparation, he serves as the
Residence Hall Council's publicity
chairman. He is also busy with a
part time job as the weekend day
manager for Domino's Pizza. He
also fills in at the campus radio
station.
Hanun conceded, "I have a
slightly busy schedule.''
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About the
Cervical Cap?
The cervical cap is an effective
barrier method of birth control. It is a
thimble shaped cap made out of
rubber which fits tightly over the
neck of the cervix, preventing sperm .
from entering the uterus. They were
used In this
country years ago,
but have not
Feminist
gained
popularity
Women's
until recently. They
Health
have been used for
Center
years successfully
in Western Europe.
2002 Englewood
Call us for more
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Information.
Yakima, WA 98902
(509) 575-6422.
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